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The use of hard-axis magnetoresistance (MR) measurements for characterization of the device-level
anisotropy field and thermal stability in CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB magnetic tunnel junctions is proposed and
evaluated. We develop functional forms describing the hard-axis MR curves using a Stoner–Wohlfarth
particle model, which are then used for fitting to the experimental curves to extract the free layer
magnetic anisotropy field. The model accounts for nonidealities observed in the experimental MR
curves in the form of asymmetry (with respect to applied fields), and linear drop in resistance at high
fields. Micromagnetic simulations are used to identify the cause for these deviations and verify the
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3548830]
presented model. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoresistive random access memory driven by spin
transfer torque (STT-MRAM) is a promising candidate for
nonvolatile memory, owing to its high speed, endurance, and
density, as well as better scalability compared to conventional MRAM.1 The thermal stability factor (D ¼ E/kBT) of a
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) cell is an important performance metric of STT-MRAM, defining its data retention capability.2 Here, E is the energy barrier between the two MTJ
free layer states, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
operating temperature. The energy barrier (E) is in turn
related to the device-level magnetic anisotropy field (Hk) of
the free layer by E ¼ MsHkV/2, where Ms is the saturation
magnetization of the free layer and V is its volume, thus
demanding an accurate measurement of Hk for thermal stability characterization of STT-MRAM. On the other hand, an
accurate measurement of device-level anisotropy is a challenge due to the smaller amount of magnetic material compared to wafer-level measurements, which makes devicelevel tests prone to uncertainties due to thermal fluctuations
and device-to-device shape variations. Methods used for Hk
extraction include ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) (e.g.,
thermal, STT, or field-driven FMR measurements), where
the existence of nonuniform modes complicates the data
interpretation.3,4 As well as in Stoner–Wohlfarth astroid
measurements5,6 where temperature and sweep rate dependence can result in a substantial deviation of the experimentally obtained curves from the ideal Stoner–Wohlfarth
model.7,8 In this work we propose the use of hard-axis magnetoresistance (HMR) curves for extraction of device-level
anisotropy. Although HMR has the advantage of being both
fast and least affected by temperature due to the absence of
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hysteresis, accurate characterization of Hk using this
approach requires taking into account deviations such as possible misalignment in exchange bias and rotation of the fixed
layer in response to the external field observed in the experimental data, making the hard-axis curves deviate from those
expected from the Stoner–Wohlfarth model in the absence of
these deviations (which we call the ideal model, see Fig. 1).
We review the major experimental features observed in
HMR curves, identifying their causes, and devise a method
to extract device-level Hk of the free layer from these curves.
Section II presents and identifies the causes of typical deviations from the ideal model in measured curves using micromagnetic simulations. Based on this, a single-domain model
is presented to derive functional forms for magnetoresistance
in Sec. III, and is used in two limiting cases of low and high
applied fields to extract Hk. The results are verified by comparison with anisotropy fields obtained from spin torque
FMR (ST-FMR) and micromagnetic simulations.
II. EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATIONS

Magnetic tunnel junctions with a composition of PtMn
(15 nm)/CoFe (2.5 nm)/Ru (0.85 nm)/CoFeB (2.4 nm)/MgO
(0.8 nm)/CoFeB (1.8 nm) were sputter deposited in a Singulus TIMARIS PVD system, followed by annealing in a
field of 1 T at 300  C for 2 h. The films were then patterned
into elliptical nanopillars using electron beam lithography
and ion milling. The MgO thickness was designed to result
in a resistance-area product of 3.5 X mm2, which was verified through current-in-plane tunneling tests, as well as
measurements on the patterned devices. Device-level magnetoresistance and FMR measurements were performed using a
probe station in a one-port ground-signal–ground configuration. Figure 1(b) shows a typical HMR curve measured on a
130 nm  50 nm MTJ pillar. It exhibits two features (circled)
that are different from the ideal model: (i) Asymmetry with
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FIG. 1. (a) Ideal model: hard-axis curve using micromagnetic simulations
for 130 nm  50 nm MTJ with a fixed layer pinned by 10, 000 Oe and no
misalignment. (b) Measured resistance vs applied field curves for
130 nm  50 nm MTJ along the hard axis, highlighting deviations from ideal
curves in the form of (i) asymmetry of the MR curve and (ii) rotation of the
fixed layer magnetization. (c) The model and the coordinate system used for
deriving the fitting functions showing fixed and free layer magnetizations
making an angle h0 and h with respect to the easy axis. Hap is the external
0
is the exchange bias field from antiferroapplied field along hard axis, Hex
magnet, Hm0 is the field due to misalignment of exchange bias, whereas Hdx ,
0
0
, Hdy , and Hdy
represent the dipolar stray fields.
Hdx

respect to applied fields and (ii) linear drop in resistance at
high fields. These can be attributed to misalignment of the
exchange bias field with respect to the easy axis, and rotation
of the fixed layer magnetization at high fields, respectively,
as described in the following.
We performed energy minimization using micromagnetic simulations9 of an elliptical CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ
structure with varying lateral dimensions (50 nm  100 nm
to 50 nm  140 nm) for simulating the hard-axis loops. The
effect of the antiferromagnetic PtMn film on the fixed layer
was modeled by including a pinning exchange bias field
0
). The parameters used in the simulations were free and
(Hex
fixed layer saturation magnetizations of 1000 and 1200 emu/
cm3, exchange stiffness in both fixed and free layers of
2  106 erg/cm, and lateral cell dimensions of 5 nm  5 nm
in each layer. The hard-axis field was varied between
6 2000 Oe. The asymmetry of the magnetoresistance curve
was reproduced in the simulations by allowing for a misalignment in exchange bias, resulting in equilibrium magnetization of the fixed layer having an angle (<5 for all fitted
curves) with the long (i.e., easy) axis of the ellipse. This was
modeled in simulations by including an exchange bias field
component along the hard axis of the fixed layer (Hm0 ), with
0
Þ. On the
the misalignment angle defined as h ¼ tan1 ðHm0 =Hex
other hand, a linear drop in resistance at high field was
observed in simulations due to the in-plane rotation of the fixed
layer toward the free layer (which is almost saturated along the
hard axis at high fields). The slope of this drop depends on the
value of the pinning field acting on the fixed layer.

III. MODEL AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(c) schematically shows the model used for
deriving the fitting functions. An external applied field (Hap)
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acts along the hard axis (y axis) on both fixed and free layers.
The exchange bias field acting on the fixed layer is denoted
0
by Hex
(along the pillar length), whereas Hm0 accounts for the
misalignment of exchange bias as discussed in the previous
0
0
, Hdy , and Hdy
represent the dipolar stray
section. Hdx , Hdx
fields along x and y axes on the free and fixed layers, respectively. Assuming single domain behavior and equilibrium
magnetization lying in the x–y plane (i.e., Stoner particle
behavior as verified from micromagnetic simulations), for
an applied hard-axis field the effective field on free
(Heff_free) and fixed layers (Heff_fix) is given by Heff free
¼ ðHdx  Nx Ms cos hÞ^
x þ ðHap  Ny Ms sin h þ Hdy Þ^
y
and
0
0
 Nx0 Ms cos h0 þ Hdx
Þ^
x þ ðHap þ Hm0  Ny0 Ms
Heff fix ¼ ðHex
0
sin h0 þ Hdy
Þ^
y, respectively. Here Nx , Nx0 and Ny , Ny0 are
demagnetizing factors along x and y axes, and h, h0 are equilibrium angles of the free and fixed layer magnetizations,
respectively [Fig. 1(c)]. Equilibrium requires the effective
field to align with the magnetization, which gives
tan h ¼
tan h0 ¼

ðHap þ Hdy  Ny Ms sin hÞ
;
ðHdx  Nx Ms cos hÞ

(1)

0
ðHap þ Hdy
þ Hm0  Ny0 Ms sin h0 Þ
0 þ H 0  N 0 M cos h0 Þ
ðHex
x s
dx

:

The resistance of the MTJ is then given by


Rap þ Rp
Rap  Rp
1
ðcos /Þ ;
R¼
2
Rap þ Rp

(2)

(3)

where Rp and Rap are the MTJ resistance in parallel and antiparallel states, respectively, and / ¼ h  h0 . In general, the
dipolar fields between the layers for an arbitrary angle
between fixed and free layers are unknowns, making it impossible to find a closed-form solution of Eqs. (1)–(3) for magnetoresistance. However, the dipolar fields can be approximated
in two special limits of applied fields giving closed forms of
the magnetoresistance as described in the following.
For small applied fields, the dipolar field on the free
layer due to stray fields from the synthetic antiferromagnetic
fixed layer is given by the shift in the easy axis hysteresis
loop (Hs). The effect of the dipolar stray field of the free
layer acting on the fixed layer can be neglected in comparison to the exchange bias field for a strongly exchange biased
0
0
0
 0, Hex
 Hdx
. Also,
fixed layer (i.e., Hdx  Hs , Hdy  Hdy
0
both h and h are small (i.e. tan h  sin h  h), which, when
substituted in Eqs. (1)–(3) yield
"
ðRp þ Rap Þ
ðRap  Rp Þ
1
RðHap Þ ¼
2
ðRp þ Rap Þ
ﬃ
ﬃvﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 0
 2 !u

2 !
<u
u
u
Hm þ Hap
Hap
t 1
 t 1
:
Hk0
Hk þ Hs
 0

)#
Hm þ Hap
Hap
;
þ
Hk0
Hk þ Hs
where free layer Hk ¼ (Ny  Nx)Ms
0
þ ðNy0  Nx0 ÞMs .
Hk0 ¼ Hex

(4)
and

we

define
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TABLE I. Thermal stability for MTJ nanopillars with varying dimensions,
showing increase in thermal stability with area and aspect ratio.
Lateral dimensions

FIG. 2. Thermal stability extraction by fitting of measured hard-axis magnetoresistance curve to the derived functional forms for free layer Hk extraction: (a) Fit of Eq. (6) (for an elliptical 130 nm  50 nm MTJ pillar) to the
high-field region [marked as (ii) in Fig. 1(b)], giving Hk0 ¼ 6663 Oe, and
(b) fit of Eq. (4) (for same MTJ pillar) to low-field region [marked as (i) in
Fig. 1(b)], with dipolar field (Hs) obtained from the shift in easy-axis loop,
giving free layer Hk ¼ 620 Oe. Inset in (b) shows comparison of micromagnetic simulations of free layer anisotropy for five 50-nm-wide devices with
different aspect ratios. Squares and circles indicate the values obtained from
MH curves and HMR data, respectively.

In the limit of large applied fields [2000 Oe in Fig.
1(b)], we observe a linear drop in resistance with increasing
field. From micromagnetic simulations we observe that the
free layer is almost saturated along the hard axis (i.e.,
h  90 ) in this range of fields, implying that the contribution of dipolar fields from free layer on the fixed layer along
y axis cannot be neglected. However, dipolar contribution
along the x axis of the fixed layer can still be neglected in
0
0
 Hdx
 0,
comparison to the exchange bias field (Hex
0
Hdy 6¼ 0). Moreover, as the exchange fields on the fixed layer
are much larger than the applied fields, a small angle approximation can still be used for the fixed layer (i.e.
tan h0  sin h0  h0 ). Substituting these approximations into
Eqs. (1)–(3), we have


0 
  Rp þ Rap
Rap  Rp Hap þ Hm0 þ Hdy
: (5)
1
R Hap ¼
2
Rp þ Rap
Hk0
Thus, the slope of the linear drop in resistance at high fields
is given by


(6)
dR=dHap ¼ Rap  Rp =ð2Hk0 Þ:
An example of free layer Hk extraction using the aforementioned fitting functions on a measured hard-axis curve is
shown in Fig. 2. In order to validate the method developed in
this paper, we applied it to hard-axis curves calculated using
micromagnetic simulations for varying aspect ratios (see
Fig. 2 inset) with a free layer thickness of 1.8 nm. The free
layer Hk was obtained from the simulations in two ways: (i)
from simulated magnetization versus hard-axis field (M–H)
for a single free layer and (ii) by fitting the simulated HMR
curve, including the fixed, spacer, and free layers using Eq.
(4). The parameters used were the same as mentioned in
Sec. II with pinning field along the long axis of the fixed
0
¼ 5000 Oe, and the misalignment field along the
layer Hex
hard axis of the fixed layer Hm0 ¼ 400 Oe for each device.
The dipole fields (Hs) and the resistance values in parallel
and antiparallel states required for using Eq. (4) were calculated by simulating the easy-axis loops (not shown). Figure 3
compares the free layer Hk extracted using M–H and HMR
for various aspect ratios, showing a good agreement between
the two approaches. We note that the disagreement between

Area (mm2)

Aspect ratio

Thermal stability factor

0.0043
0.0051
0.0069
0.0082
0.0093
0.0120

2.2
2.6
2.08
2.46
1.65
1.89

39
67
88
105
81
98

110 nm  50 nm
130 nm  50 nm
135 nm  65 nm
160 nm  65 nm
140 nm  85 nm
170 nm  90 nm

the two values increases with device size, indicating the role
of nonuniformity of dipolar fields (which we have assumed
to be uniform). The experimentally extracted Hk also showed
agreement with ST-FMR results to within <5%, based on
ST-FMR and HMR measurements on several nominally similar devices.
Thermal stability factors (D ¼ E/kBT) for MTJs with varying lateral dimensions using free layer Hk extracted from
HMR and E ¼ MsHkV/2 are shown in Table I. Here, Ms was
obtained to be 1000 emu/cm3 from vibrating sample magnetometer measurements on unpatterned films and V is the free
layer volume calculated from the nominal device dimensions.
The thermal stability was seen to increase with area (i.e., volume of free layer), as well as having the expected significant
dependence on aspect ratios (compare, e.g., thermal stabilities
for 160 nm  65 nm and 140 nm  85 nm devices).
IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed and evaluated use of HMR curves for
extraction of device-level anisotropy field and thermal stability of MTJ cells. Micromagnetic simulations revealed that
misalignment in exchange bias on fixed layer and in-plane
rotation of fixed layer cause HMR curves to deviate from
those expected in the absence of such effects. We derived fitting functions incorporating these deviations in the singledomain approximation for a strongly pinned fixed layer
when nonuniformity of the dipolar fields can be neglected,
and applied them to calculate thermal stability factors for
MTJs with varying lateral pillar dimensions.
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